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GT SECTRA

Designed by
Marc Kappeler (Moiré)
Dominik Huber (Moiré)
Noël Leu (Grilli Type)

About
GT Sectra is a contemporary serif typeface combining the calligraphy of the broad nip pen 
with the sharpness of the scalpel. It was originally designed for use in the long-form 
journalism magazine “Reportagen” and now expanded to its three subfamilies: GT Sectra, GT 
Sectra Fine, and GT Sectra Display.

Details
Released in 2014 
Available in 30 styles
For Desktop, Web, App licensing
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Italic Italic ItalicGT Sectra Fine DisplayWeights

Book Book Light

Regular Regular Regular

Medium Medium Medium

Bold Bold Bold

Black Black Super
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Background

GT Sectra was originally designed for 
the German-language magazine 
Reportagen, a bi-monthly publication 
specializing in literary reporting. 
Its long-form stories require a type-
face that works well in text, but not at 
the expense of character. GT Sectra 
strikes that balance.
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Felt pen Broad nib pen Scalpel knife

Tool

Result

Sectra

Development

Process
 
The felt pen shows the 
skeleton of the type- 
face. The broad nip pen, 
with its angled stroke, 
defines the flesh of the 
letters. The scalpel knife 
then adds sharpness 
and definition to the 
final shapes.
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GT Sectra FineGT Sectra

Sectra Sectra Sectra
Sectra Sectra

Sectra
—

——

—
—

Sectra Sectra Sectra
Sectra Sectra Sectra
Sectra Sectra

Sectra

GT Sectra DisplayStyles

Overall The very low contrast between thick and thin 
strokes makes GT Sectra a pragmatic workhorse. It 
spots large ink traps and a very balanced, even 
color, making it work great for long texts despite its 
strong character.

Compared to GT Sectra, GT Sectra Fine is a bit 
more sparkly and delicate, with a higher contrast 
between thick and thin strokes, similar to classic 
serif typefaces.

GT Sectra Display has a much higher contrast, and 
it contains two weights not found in the other 
subfamilies. The 90° angles of the serifs enable 
tight typesetting for punchy headlines.

Book

Regular

Medium

Bold

Black

Super

Light Stemm width 60 pts

Stemm width 80 pts

Stemm width 95 pts

Stemm width 115 pts

Stemm width 140 pts

Stemm width 170 pts

Stemm width 200 pts
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GT Sectra FineGT Sectra GT Sectra Display

Sharpness

Serif weight

The contrast between 
thick and thin strokes 
increases.

Bleed ink traps

Ink traps to prevent 
black spots with  
low contrast disapear.

Stylistic ink traps

Ink traps as stylistic 
devices to heighten the 
visual contrast and 
sharpness.

Serif angle

The angle of the serifs 
straightens.

Design

SharpestSharperSharp

-10 -5 0

-10 -5 0
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Stylistic Sets

SS01 OFF 

SS01 OFF 

SS02 OFF 

35pt s 110pts 

160pts 71pt s

SS02 ON

SS02 OFF 

SS02 ON

SS01 ON

SS01 ON

SS01 Compact descenders & SS02 compact accentsStylistic Sets

SS01 OFF 

SS01 OFF 

SS02 OFF 

35pt s 110pts 

160pts 71pt s

SS02 ON

SS02 OFF 

SS02 ON

SS01 ON

SS01 ON

SS01 Compact descenders & SS02 compact accents

Çpąg

Çpąg Çpąg

Çpąg
ÊÚÑ

ÊÚÑ ÊÚÑ

ÊÚÑ
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ÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑ

ÊÚÑÊÚÑ
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ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg

ÇpągÇpąg
110pts 110pts 110pts 

ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg

ÇpągÇpąg
160pts 160pts 160pts 

ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg

Stylistic SetsStylistic SetsStylistic Sets SS01 Compact descenders & SS02 compact accentsSS01 Compact descenders & SS02 compact accentsSS01 Compact descenders & SS02 compact accents

ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg
ÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑ
ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg
ÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑ

ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg
ÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑ
ÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpągÇpąg
ÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑÊÚÑ
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A B C DE F GH I J K L M NOP QR S T U V W X Y Z
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# % ‰  § © ® ¶ № ™ ℮ @ & † ‡ ℓ °  ª º

A B C DE F G H I J K L M N OP QR S T U V W X Y Z
À Ă Ã Ā Ä Ą Á Â Å Æ Ǽ Ċ Ç Ć Ĉ Č ĎÐÈ Ĕ Ē Ė Ë Ę É Ê
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òŏõōöőóøǿôœŗŕ ř ş ș ś ŝ š ţ ť ŧ ùŭũūüų 
űúûůẁẅẃŵỳÿýŷżźž
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Characterset

Caps Small Caps
Diacritics 
Punctuation

Lowercase

Punctuation 
and Symbols

Mathematical Symbols

Currency

Diacritics
Uppercase

Diacritics
Lowercase

Propotional 
Numerals

Tabular Numerals

Features

Superscript
Subscript 
Circled Numerals

Automatic Fractions

Arrows

Case sensitive forms

Ligatures

SS01 
Shortened descenders

SS02 
Compact accents

←↑↓→↖↗↙↘     ←↑↓→↖↗↙↘     ←↑↓→↖↗↙↘

ff fb fi fj fk fl ft fy ffb ffi ffj ffk ffl gg tt ty ky Th

ĄÇĘĢĮĶĻŅŊŖŞȘŢŲ 
g jpqy  ąç ę ƒ ğġģĝ į ĵĳķ ļņŗ şș ţ ųỳÿýŷ 
fj fy ffj gg ty ky 3 4 5 7 9 § þ∫ ¡ ¿

ÀĂÃĀÄÁÂÅǼĊĆĈČĎÈĔĒĖËÉÊĚĞĠĜ
ĤÌ Ĭ Ĩ Ī İ Ï Í Î ĴĹÑŃŇÒŎÕŌÖŐÓǾÔŔŘŚŜŠ 
ŤÙŬŨŪÜŰÚÛŮẀẄẂŴỲŸÝŶŻŹŽĥĺ 

H � � � � � � � � � -–— \ / ( ) [ ] { }�  ����������
H←↑↓→↖↗↙↘     ←↑↓→↖↗↙↘     ←↑↓→↖↗↙↘
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АБВГЃҐДЕЁЖЗИЙКЌЛМНОПРСТУЎ
ФХЧЦШЩЏЬЪЫЉЊЅЄЭІ Ї ЈЋЮЯЂѢѲ
ѴӀӮДЛФабвг ѓ ґдеёжзийкќлмнопрстуў
фхчцшщџьъыљњѕє э і ї ј ћюяђѣѳѵһвгдж
зийклпцтшщю

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩΆΈ
ΉΊΌΎΏΪΫαβγδε ζηθ ικλμνξοπρςστυφχψ
ωί ϊ ΐ ύϋΰόώάέή

Cyrillic

Greek

ÁĂÂÀÃẮẶẰẲẴẤẬẦẨẪẠẢĐÉÊÈẾỆỀỂ
ỄẸẺẼÍ Ì Ĩ Ị ỈÓÔÒÕỐỘỒỔỖỌỎƠỚỢỜỞỠ
ÚÙŨỤỦƯỨỰỪỬỮÝỲỴỶỸáăâàã ắ ặ ằ ẳ ẵ ấ ậ ầ
ẩ ẫ ạ ảđéêèếệềểễẹẻẽ í ì ĩ ị ỉóôòõốộồổỗọỏơớợ
ờởỡúùũụủưứựừửữ ýỳỵỷỹ

Vietnamese

Additional character setGT Sectra
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Note1
NO2
24(6a+4y)

SECTARE SECTARE

Note1
NO2
24(6a+4y)

4305
7028

3/4×13/77

4305
7028 

3/4×13/77

4.2.2013
9.5.1987
378£
052€

4.2.2013
9.5.1987
378£
052€

Tabular Lining Figures

Slashed zero

Small Caps

Automatic fractions

Superscript
Subscript
Superior

OpenType Features

¿QUE?
(SECTRA)
23+4=27

CAPITAL

�QUE?
(SECTRA)
23�4�27

CAPITAL

Case sensitive forms

Capital spacing

Long s

SS01  
Compact descenders

SS02  
Compact accents

SS03 
Arrows 2

SS04 
Arrows 3

Lausanne

garçon

HÁČEK

←↑↓→↖↗↙↘

←↑↓→↖↗↙↘

Lauſanne

garçon

HÁČEK

←↑↓→↖↗↙↘

←↑↓→↖↗↙↘

Language Feature 
Romanian 
Moldavian

şi societăţii
ŞI SOCIETĂŢII
ŞI SOCIETĂŢII

și societăţii
ȘI SOCIETĂŢII
ȘI SOCIETĂŢII
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Technical Specifications

Latin-alphabet 
languages:

Licensing

About GrilliType

Contact mail@grillitype.com
www.grillitype.com

Abenaki, Afaan, Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Amis, Anuta, 
Aragonese, Aranese, Aromanian, Arrernte, Arvanitic, Asturian, 
Atayal, Aymara, Azerbaijani, Bashkir, Basque, Belarusian, Bemba, 
Bikol, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Cape Verdean Creole, Catalan, 
Cebuano, Chamorro, Chavacano, Chichewa, Chickasaw, 
Cimbrian, Cofán, Cornish, Corsican, Creek, Crimean Tatar, 
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dawan, Delaware, Dholuo, Drehu, 
Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, French, 
Frisian, Friulian, Gagauz, Galician, Ganda, Genoese, German, 
Gikuyu, Gooniyandi, Greenlandic (Kalaallisut), Guadeloupean 
Creole, Gwich’in, Haitian Creole, Hän, Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hopi, 
Hotcąk, Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Igbo, Ilocano, Indonesian , 
Irish, Istro-Romanian, Italian, Jamaican, Javanese, Jèrriais, 
Kaingang, Kala Lagaw Ya, Kapampangan, Kaqchikel, Karakalpak, 
Karelian, Kashubian, Kikongo, Kinyarwanda, Kiribati, Kirundi, 
Kurdish, Ladin, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Lombard, Low Saxon, 
Luxembourgish, Maasai, Makhuwa, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Māori, 
Marquesan, Megleno-Romanian, Meriam Mir, Mirandese, Mohawk, 
Moldovan, Montagnais, Montenegrin, Murrinh-Patha, Nagamese 
Creole, Nahuatl, Ndebele, Neapolitan, Ngiyambaa, Niuean, 
Noongar, Norwegian, Occitan, Old Icelandic, Old Norse, 
Oshiwambo, Ossetian, Palauan, Papiamento, Piedmontese, Polish, 
Portuguese, Potawatomi, Q’eqchi’, Quechua, Rarotongan, 
Romanian, Romansh, Rotokas, Inari Sami, Lule Sami, Northern 
Sami, Southern Sami, Samoan, Sango, Saramaccan, Sardinian, 
Scottish Gaelic, Serbian, Seri, Seychellois Creole, Shawnee, 
Shona, Sicilian, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Upper and 
Lower Sorbian, Northern and Southern Sotho, Spanish, Sranan, 
Sundanese, Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog, Tahitian, Tetum, 
Tok Pisin, Tokelauan, Tongan, Tshiluba, Tsonga, Tswana, Tumbuka, 
Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Tzotzil, Uzbek, Venetian, Vepsian, 
Võro, Wallisian, Walloon, Waray-Waray, Warlpiri, Wayuu, Welsh, 
Wik-Mungkan, Wiradjuri, Wolof, Xavante, Xhosa, Yapese, 
Yindjibarndi, Zapotec, Zarma, Zazaki, Zulu, Zuni

Free Trial Fonts License
Trial fonts allow you to play with our fonts at no cost. You can use 
them to create mockups before getting client approval. Students 
can use them for non-commercial university projects, too.

Desktop License
This license is used for creating printed documents, logos, 
website graphics, and so on. Desktop fonts are licensed for a 
certain number of computers in your organization.

Webfont License
This license is what you purchase to use our typefaces  on 
websites with the @font-face technology. You may use them for 
website mockups. Webfonts are licensed for a certain number of 
website visitors per month.

App License
This is the license to embed fonts in mobile and desktop 
applications. App licensing for our fonts is offered for a certain 
number of developers.

Further licensing types on request.

Grilli Type is an independent Swiss type foundry. We offer  
original retail and custom typefaces, high quality products with  
a contemporary aesthetic in the Swiss tradition. This tradition  
is reflected in the visual but also the technical standard of our 
fonts and our service. Together with our designers we create 
useful, high quality typefaces that stand the test of time.

File Formats Desktop: OTF
Web: WOFF2, WOFF, TTF
App: OTF

Cyrillic-alphabet 
languages:

Cyrillic-alphabet languages: Abaza, Adyghe, Agul, Avar, Bashkir, 
Buryat, Chechen, Chuvash, Crimean Tatar, Dargin, Dungan, 
Ingush, Kabardian, Kalmyk, Karakalpak, Kazakh, Khinalugh, Komi, 
Kyrgyz, Lak, Lezgian, Moldovan, Mongolian, Ossetian, Rutul, 
Tabasaran, Tajik, Tat, Tatar, Turkmen, Tuvan, Uyghur, Uzbek, 
Ukrainian

GT Sectra

Further available 
languages: 

Greek, Vietnamese
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REPORT
Cover an event 
or subject as 
a journalist or 
photographer
An account or statement 
describing in detail 
an event, or a situation, 
usually as the result 
of observation, inquiry.
An offi  cial document on a 
particular subject, oft en made 
by a group of people aft er 
studying a problem or certain
circumstances carefully.

60pt

BookGT Sectra

36pt

24pt

18pt

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er 
zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze 
the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 
quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six 
piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etch-
ings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The 
job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas 
zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the 
Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! 
Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black 
taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up 

8pt / 10pt

10pt / 12pt

12pt / 14pt

examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 

frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
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REPORT
Cover an event 
or subject as 
a journalist or 
photographer
An account or statement 
describing in detail 
an event, or a situation, 
usually as the result 
of observation, inquiry.
An offi  cial document on a 
particular subject, oft en made 
by a group of people aft er 
studying a problem or certain
circumstances carefu lly.

60pt

36pt

24pt

18pt

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick move-
ment of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc 
etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A 
quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June 
we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job of wax-
ing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas 
zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked fi ve 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud boys 
can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched experts amaze 
the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How ra-
zorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every 
low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment 
of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the 
Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just 
poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up 
major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the big 
ball of wax. Battle of Thermopylae: Quick javelin grazed wry Xerxes.
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ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
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the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the ene-
my will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining 
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job of 
waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quiv-
ering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc 
etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering 
Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams 
against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to 
the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over 
fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick 
movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued 
gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted 
for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. 
A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
Th e job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pon-

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed 
the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep exam-
ining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves 
chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked 
five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come 
to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. 
Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved 
up front and seized the big ball of wax. Battle of Thermopylae: Quick javelin 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam 
aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vapor-
ized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the 
enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razor-
back-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining 
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job 
of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the 
enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can 
level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quot-
ed for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of 
the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy 
kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter 
blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? 
Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and 
queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed 
the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions 
asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A 
quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six 
gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every 
low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. 
A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
Th e job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed 
the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic 
linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. 
Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving 
a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as 
kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads 
on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the big ball of 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam 
aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wiz-
ard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they 
vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement 
of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six 
piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve 
worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes 
before they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve 
watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement 
of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razor-
back-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just 
keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the 
same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves 
chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the 
enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs 
can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 
quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equip-
ment of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves 
chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewel-
ry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy 
Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a 
pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly 
as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er 
zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze 
the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs 
can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every 
low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we deliv-
ered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas 
zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc 
etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering 
Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams 
against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to 
the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over 
fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam af-
ter zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vapor-
ized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of 
the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued 
gymnasts. Just keep examining every low 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick move-
ment of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for 
zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equip-
ment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. 
The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by five watched experts amaze the judge. A 
quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against 
the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the 
Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam 
aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vapor-
ized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of 
the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued 
gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve 
worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes 
before they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve 
watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement 
of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razor-
back-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just 
keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the 
same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves 
chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the en-
emy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can 
level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted 
for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of 
the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy 
kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter 
blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz 
fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings 
and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er 
zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the 
judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs 
can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining 
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can 
level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 
quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jin-
xed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 
June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought 
republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal 
jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? 
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax 
boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major 
roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the big 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve 
worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes 
before they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve 
watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement 
of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razor-
back-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just 
keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A 
quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked fi ve jams against 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud boys 
can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched experts amaze 
the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How ra-
zorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every 
low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment 
of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the 
Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just 
poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up 
major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the big 
ball of wax. Battle of Thermopylae: Quick javelin grazed wry Xerxes.
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zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the 
judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs 
can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examin-
ing every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 
quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six 
piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etch-
ings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The 
job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas 
zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the 
Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! 
Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black 
taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick move-
ment of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for 
zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equip-

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A 
quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just 
keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 
June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job 
of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering 
Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick 
bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed 
the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep exam-
ining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves 
chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked 
five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come 
to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. 
Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved 
up front and seized the big ball of wax. Battle of Thermopylae: Quick javelin 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er 
zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze 
the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will 
jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep ex-
amining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining 
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job of 
waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quiv-
ering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc 
etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering 
Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 
many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams 
against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to 
the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over 
fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick 
movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gun-
boats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six 
piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low 
bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we deliv-

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. 
Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. 
All questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. 
A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. 
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. 
Th e job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jinxed 
the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. 
Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing linoleum fre-
quently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked 
jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy 
Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz 
fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and 
queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet hazy 
nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the big ball of wax. Battle of 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil 
queen and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam 
aft er zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vapor-
ized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of 
the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued 
gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched ex-
perts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining 
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job 
of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky 
spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard 
quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked 
by five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the 
enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can 
level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted 
for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of 
the same size. The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy 
kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy 
Frederick bought many very exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter 
blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? 
Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and 
queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up major roads on quiet 
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zapping fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quick-
ly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by fi ve watched experts amaze the 
judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs 
can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examin-
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched experts 
amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeop-
ardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level 
six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examining every low bid 
quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum 
frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jin-
xed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 
June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought 
republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal 
jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? 
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax 
boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up ma-
jor roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the 
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ard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they 
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experts amaze the judge. A quick movement 
of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. 
How razorback-jumping frogs can level six 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen 
and Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping 
fi ve worthy Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the 
gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by 
fi ve watched experts amaze the judge. A quick move-
ment of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How 
razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for 
zinc etchings. Back in June we delivered oxygen equip-
ment of the same size. Th e job of waxing linoleum fre-
quently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. 
Quirky spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. 
The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized. All 
questions asked by five watched experts amaze the judge. A quick 
movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats. How ra-
zorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep 
examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June we 
delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie 
fought republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against 
the Wizards! Bored? Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the 
Royal Oak! Just poets wax boldly as kings and queens march over 
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Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and 
Jack. Quirky  spud boys can jam aft er zapping fi ve worthy 
Polysixes. Th e wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before 
they vaporized. All questions asked by fi ve watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy 
will jeopardize six gunboats. How razorback-jumping 
frogs can level six piqued gymnasts. Just keep examin-
ing every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in June 
we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. Th e job 
of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A 
quivering Texas zombie fought republic linked jewelry. 

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and Jack. Quirky spud 
boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. The wizard quickly jin-
xed the gnomes before they vaporized. All questions asked by five watched 
experts amaze the judge. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. How razorback-jumping frogs can level six piqued gym-
nasts. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings. Back in 
June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same size. The job of waxing 
linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids. A quivering Texas zombie fought 
republic linked jewelry. Crazy Frederick bought many very exquisite opal 
jewels. Quincy Pondexter blocked five jams against the Wizards! Bored? 
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the Royal Oak! Just poets wax 
boldly as kings and queens march over fuzz. Few black taxis drive up ma-
jor roads on quiet hazy nights. Jack quietly moved up front and seized the 
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